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INTRODUCTION 
In much of the research done on finite-dimensional Lie algebras over an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, an important role is played 
by Lie’s Theorem concerning representations for solvable algebras. For the 
case of characteristic p > 0, the corresponding theorem is not generally valid 
and a counterexample can be found in [3, p. 531. By making use of that 
example to construct larger p-algebras by means of split extensions with 
irreducible modules, it is possible to obtain irreducible p-representations of 
solvable $-algebras for any given dimension of the form p’, with Y a positive 
integer. For nilpotent algebras (not necessariIy p-algebras), a fairly compIete 
theory has been developed by Zassenhaus and others; a concise summary of 
this can be found in [5, pp. 96-981. II owever, it appears that relatively little 
has been done for solvable algebras. In this paper, we deal primarily with 
irreduciblep-representations of solvablep-algebras and obtain, in Theorem 5, 
an extension of the Zassenhaus results for the case when [L,L] is nifpotent. 
In general, it is shown that irreducible representations can be described in 
terms of irreducible subrepresentations of proper subalgebras. The main 
results are found in the theorems of Sections 3 and 4. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume throughout that F is a fixed algebraically closed field of charac- 
teristicp > 2 with P as the prime field. It will be convenient to regard P as 
the set of integers 0, l,... , p - 1 with operations modulo p. All vector spaces 
and Lie algebras considered here are assumed to have F as the field of scalars 
and to be finite-dimensional over F. We will make use of the terminology and 
results of [3, pp. l&5-192], with the exception that restricted Lie algebras are 
referred to as p-algebras and we write xp rather than &‘I. For a p-algebra L, 
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we let U(L) denote the u-algebra characterized in [3, Theorem 12, p. 1913. 
Also, we make frequent and consistent use of the terminology and notation 
developed in [4, pp. 25-261. 
For ap-algebral, we let R(L), N(L), Z(L) denote, respectively, the nilpotent 
radical, nil radical, and center of L. Each is a p-ideal and N(L/N(L)) is zero 
For x EL we let s, and z, denote the semisimple and nilpotent components 
of x. An element s of L will be called a p-element if SP = s. Then, as shown 
in Theorem 1 of [4], any semisimple element s of L is a linear combination of 
p-elements each of which is ap-polynomial in s. We let SZ(L) denote the set 
of all semisimple elements of Z(L). Then, SZ(L) is ap-ideal ofL and coincides 
w&h the set of all semisimple elements of R(L). 
Suppose that a is ap-element of L. For an integer i, letLi(a) = (x: [a, x] = i$. 
Then, [L<(a), Lj(a)] CL,+,(u) and L is the direct sum C L$(a), 0 < i < p. 
2. SOLVABLE ALGEBRAS 
Henceforth, we assume that L is a solvable p-algebra. When there is no 
risk of confusion, we use R, N, Z, respectively, in place of R(L), N(L), Z(L). 
As in [4], L will be called strongly solvable whenever [L, LJ CA? Before 
discussing representations in the next section we need several general results 
for solvable p-algebras. 
(2.1) Suppose that K is a p-subalgebra of L, K # 0. Then, [KY, K]* is a 
proper p-ideal of K and will be an ideal of L if K is an ideal. 
Proof. Since K is solvable, we know that Kt2) = [K, Kj # K. Let 
J = [K, K]“. Th en, [J, Jl = IW, Kl, PC Kll (see [4, P- 2611, so that 
[J, J] C [Kt2), K@)] = K(“. Thus, if J = K, K@) = [K, K] C Kt3) so that 
K@) = Kc3) and hence, Kt2) = K(j) for all j > 2. Solvability then implies 
Kt2) = 0, so that J = 0 and hence, K = 0. Thus, J is proper and J will be 
an ideal of L if K is. 
(2.2) Suppose that K is a proper p-subalgebra of L and J is a p-ideal of L 
such that K + J = L. Then, there is a p-ideal Jl such that Jl C J and the 
p-subalgebra K + /; is a maximal subalgebra ofL. 
Proof. We may assume that J is minimal with respect to the property 
that K + J = L. Thus, K + [J, J]* # L and we can choose a p-ideal Jl 
such that [J, A* C J1 C J, K + J1 # L and JL is maximal with respect to 
these properties. Thus, K + Jl is a proper p-subalgebra. 
Suppose that there is a p-element s E J, s # J1. Then, [s, L] C J implies 
that Cs, E, L1.l C CJ, Jl C J1 so that necessarily, [s, L] C J1 . Hence, J1 + Fs 
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is a p-ideal, which implies that J = I1 + Fs. Thus, K + J1 is of codimension 
1 and is a maximal subalgebra. 
Thus, we may assume that s, E J, for all x E J. Then, ~8’ E J1 for k 
sufficiently large. Thus, given x 6 J1 , there is a largest integer R with xv’ 6 JX . 
Suppose that for some X, we have R > 0. Ify = xp”, then [ y, L] C [J, J] C h, 
so that J1 + Fy is a p-ideal and hence, is equal to J. This then implies that 
K + J1 is maximal. 
Thus, we may assume that XT E J1 for all x E J. Suppose that S is a maximal 
subalgebra containing K + J1 and let S’ = S n J. Then, S = K + S’, 
JI C S’ and S’ is an ideal of S. Also, for x E s’, we have XI, E J1 C s’, so S 
is a p-subalgebra. Finally, since [S’, Jj C [J, Jj C J1 C S’, s’ is a p-ideal, so 
that S’ must equal J1 and S = K f J1. 
(2.3) Definition: A p-subalgebra K of L will be called subinvariant (quasi- 
subinvariant) in L if the representation of K on L/K induced by the adjoint 
representation is nil (strongly solvable). It is shown in Theorem 1 that this 
definition of subinvariance agrees with the more traditional one as found in 
[3, P. 291. 
Now, subinvariance implies quasi-subinvariance. Also, if K is either 
subinvariant or quasi-subinvariant in L, the same will hold for K in M, where 
M is any p-subalgebra containing K. It is easy to verify that K is subinvariant 
(quasi-subinvariant) in L if and only if [s,L] C K for any p-elements s in 
K(tK, Kb 
(2.4) THEOREM 1. Suppose that K is a p-subalgebra of L. Then K is quasi- 
sgbinoariant in L if and only if there is an integer r and a sequence ojp-subalgebms 
L===K,3 *.. 3 K, = K such that dim(Ki,/KJ = 1. Also Kis subinv&unt 
in L if and only if there is such a sequence with each Ki an ideal of K+ . 
Proof. First, suppose that there is a chain of subalgebras running from L 
to K. Then, for x E [K, K], [x, Ki,] C Ki , so that Da(L) C K arid iI), is 
nilpotent on L/K, which implies that K is quasi-subinvariant in L. A similar 
argument shows that K will be subinvariant if each K6 is an ideal in Xi, I 
For the converse we use induction on the dimension of L. From (2.2), 
we can choose a p-ideal J1 such that M = K + J1 is a maximal #subalgebra. 
From the induction assumption, we can obtain a chain of subaliebras 
M = KL 3 e.13 K, = K with dim(Ki,/&) = 1 with the further korklition 
that Ki is an ideal of Ki, if K is subinvariant. Since tihe induced repre$enta- 
tion of K on L/M is strongly solvable, Lie’s Theorem can be used to ob$in an 
element y EL, y $ M, with I-K, y] C Fy + M. Since [J1 , y] C M, it f)pllaws 
that M + Fy is a subalgebra. Hence, L = M + Fy =: KI -/- Fy and r%, is of 
lcodimension 1. Further, if we assume that K is subinvariant, then neke&arily, 
[K, y] C M and K1 is an ideal of L. 
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(2.5) THEOREM 2. Suppose that N(L) = 0 and Z(L) = Ft, where t is a 
nonzero p-element. Then, Ft is the unique minimal p-ideal of L. Suppose that J 
is a p-ideal of L, properly containing Ft. YThen, there is an abelian p-ideal A such 
that A C J and A properly contains Ft. For any such A, we have t E [L, A]* 
and A = Ft + N(A) with N(A) = {x E A: XD = 01. 
Proof. Suppose that K is an abelianp-ideal ofL. Then, for x E K, 0,” = 0 
so that s, EFt. If s, = 0 for all x E K, then K is nil and K = 0. Hence, for 
K # 0, we have Ft C K. Thus, it remains only to prove the existence of A. 
For this, we take A to be a p-ideal of L, contained in J, and minimal, with 
respect to the property of properly containing Ft. Then, [A, A]* # A so 
that [A, A] C Ft. For x E A, we have DE3 = 0, so that xp E Ft and xZp = 0. 
Thus, if B is a subspace of A with Ft C B and [L, BJ C B, then B is a p-ideal 
of L. Hence, the induced p-representation of L on A/Ft is irreducible. If this 
representation is trivial, then [L, A] C Ft and necessarily, A = Fb + Ft for 
some b E A, b @Ft. Hence, A is abelian. Thus, suppose that the representation 
ofL on A/Ft is nontrivial. Then, as shown in (3.2) below, there is ap-element 
a EL with D, represented by the identity on A/Ft. Since D, is semisimple, 
this implies that A = Ft + A, , where A, = A A L,(a). Then, [A, A] = 
[A,, A,] C A n L,(a) = 0, so that A is abelian. 
3. RFPREsENTATI~NS 
We continue to assume that L is solvable and let p denote a nonzero 
irreducible p-representation of L on the vector space V. For x EL, we let 
X denote the operator p(x) when it is convenient to do so. For a p-subalgebra 
K, a subspace U of V that is invariant for p(K) will be called a K-subspace 
and K-minimal when the induced representation of K on U is nonzero and 
irreducible. We let N(K, U) = {x E K: XU = 01. We also use [L : K] to 
denote the dimension of L/K. 
(3.1) Suppose that K is a p-subalgebra and U is a nonzero K-subspace. 
Let Y = [L : K] and suppose that dI ,..., d, EL, L = C Fd6 + K. Then 
V = Sp{Dl”i *.. DFU: 0 < oli < p}. Thus, dim V < ptLL:Kl dim U. 
Proof. Let dim L = n and choose x,,, ,..., x, E K such that (di) u {xi> 
is a basis for L. Then, U(L) = Sp(d,*l **. d> .a* x2: 0 < LYE <pj and it 
follows readily from this that the subspace of V described above is a nonzero 
L-subspace, hence, it is equal to V. 
(3.2) There exists a p-element t in L with p(t) = 1. Thus, p-l(F1) is a 
p-ideal ofL properly containing N(L, V). Moreover, p-l(F1) = Ft + N(L, Vj. 
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Proof. We may assume dim Y > 1. Because of irreducibility, we have 
that N(p(L)) = 0 and Z(p(L)) CR. Since R(p(L)) # 0, R@(L)) is not nil and 
this implies Z(p(L)) must equal Fl. Thus, there is an x EL with X = 1. 
Then, ~(3,) = 1 and we can obtain t as some p-polynomial in s, . For any 
x E ,+Fl), we must have X = Al for some scaIar X and hence, x -At E N(L, V). 
(3.3) THEOOREM 3. Fl is the unique minimalp-idea2 ojp(L). Suppose that J 
is a p-ideal of L and that p(Jj properly contains Fl. Then, there is a p-ideal 
E C J such that p(E) properly contains F1 and p([E, E]) = 0. We have 
E = Ft $ E’, where t is a p-element of E with p(t) = 1 and E’ = (x E E: 
X” = O}. Let L, = (x EL: [x, E] C E’) and VI = {v E Y: p(E’)v = O}. Then, 
L, is a proper p-subalgebra of L, VI is a proper nonzero L,-subspace of V, 
E CL, , and p(E’) C N(p(L3). M oreover, V, is the unique L,-minimal subspace 
of V and dim V = plLzL1l dim VI . 
Proof. Let K = N(L, V). Then L/K is isomorphic to p(L) SO that 
N(L/K) = 0 and S.Z(L/K) . IS one-dimensional. Thus, Theorem 2 applies to 
L/K. Now J + K/K properly contains SZ(L/K) so that Theorem 2 gives the 
existence of an ideal A C I+ K/K with the properties listed there. Since 
J + K/K and J/J n K are isomorphic as L-modules, the existence of E with 
the desired properties follows from this, 
Now, EC Lx and L, is a p-subalgebra. Also, L, is proper, for otherwise, 
p(E’) would be a nonzero nil ideal of p(L). Engel’s theorem can be applied to 
conclude that V, # 0 and that V, # V, since p(E’) # 0. Since E’ is an ideal 
of L, , we must have p(E’) C N(p(L,)). 
Since E is an ideal of L and E = Ft + E’, there is a bilinear form ( , ) 
on Ex& such that [x, y] = (x, y)t, mod E’ for x E E, y  EL. Then, L, = 
(y: (E,y) = 0} and ( , ) # 0. We let E” = {x E E’: (x,L) = O}. From the 
Jacobi identity, it follows that ([x, z], y) = (x, [z, y]) for all x E E, y  EL, and 
x EL, . Thus, E” is a p-ideal of L, . 
Let Y = [L : L,]. Then Y = dim E’/E” and for any dl ,..., d, EL such that 
L = C Fdi + L, , there will exist c, ,..., c, E E’ such that (ci , dj) = a,,$ . 
Necessarily, c1 , . . . , c, are linearly independent modulo E” and E’ = C Fci + E”. 
Let P’ be the set of r-tuples M = (c+ ,..., c+), where ai is an integer with 
0 < g < p. Then, with addition, modp, P* is an abelian group. We let E$ 
be the r-tuple with all components 0 except for the ith, which is taken as 3. 
For UEP, let 1 011 = 2 oli (not reduced modp). Then, j 01+ p [ < 
/ CI / + / /I j. We define a total ordering on p* by defining p < 01 if either 
IpI <loll or Ip[ =ja[ andthereisaniwith&=aiforj<iwhile 
Pi < oli . We define a partial ordering by saying ,8 < OL if /3 # Q: and & < ai , 
for all i. Let C(a, /3) = 17 C(ai , &), w h ere C(a<, ,Q is the usual binomial 
coefficient. Thus, C((L, ,Q = 0 unless ,!3 = 01 or fi Q a. For dl ,..., d, , as 
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above, let D@ = Dfl ..* 07 and for x EL let Xca) = (Ad Dv)(yF **. (Ad &p(X) 
Then, induction on j a: j and the usual relations with binomial coefficients 
can be used to prove 
XDa: = 2 (-l)W?(a, ,5) Da-eX@). (I) 
Now, E’ is an ideal of LI and it follows from this, that V, is an L,-subspace. 
We choose U to be an arbitrary nonzero L,-subspace of VI and let d = dim U. 
Let z+, ,..., zld be a basis of U and for cv E PT and let uUaj = Dauj . For an 
integer m, we let U, = 0 if m < 0, U,, = U, and U, = Sp{X, ,..., X,u: 
xi EL, u E U) for m > 0. Since 1 E p(L), we have that U, C U,,, for all m. 
If m > 0, u E U, and r is any permutation of l,..., m, it follows that 
X 74 ... X&@ 5s x1 *.. Xmu, mod U,-, for any x1 ,..., x, EL. Thus, for 
m > 0, induction on m can be used to show that p(L,) U, C U, 
p(E’) U, C U,, , p(E”) 77, C U,-, , and U, = SP[U,,~; j a / < m, 1 <j < d). 
Then, from (3.1), we have UT(p--l) = V. 
Suppose that x E E’, Then from (1) we have 
X%,, = 1 (-l)W?(a, /3) D@-~XW+ . 
If either p = 0, or ,B Q a and I/3 1 > 1, we have Dor-BX(e)ug E Ul,l-, . Thus, 
modulo U,,i-, , XU,,~ E c oli(x, di) II,-,.,~. In particular, Ciu,,i G atiu,-,i,j , 
with equality for ol = 0. For /3 E Pr wiih j ,8 / < 1 OL I, iteration then gives 
ql ..* c,arzQ, zs S&(IJ ai!) uj . 
Suppose that c X,,ju,,j = 0 for some scalars h,,, , not all zero. We then 
choose 4 to be maximal (in the total ordering of P’) among all a, for which 
h,,j # 0. Application of Cp .*. C> to the linear relation then gives 
~h~p,juj=O, 1 ,Cj<d, so that & = 0 for all j; a contradiction. Hence, 
(u,.~} is linearly independent and forms a basis for V so that dim V = 
p[LW dim U. Since this must hold for any nonzero L,-subspace U of VI , 
we must have that U = V, and that VI is L,-minimal. 
It remains to prove that VI is unique. Suppose that VI’ is L,-minimal. 
Then, since p(E’) C N(p(L1)), necessarily, p(E’) Vl = 0 and hence, 
VI’ n V, # 0, which gives VI’ = V, . 
(3.4) COROLLARY 1. There is an integer s > 0 and a p-element t EL with 
p(t) = 1 such that for 0 < i < s, there exist p-subalgebras Li , Ei and subspaces 
Vi of V satisfykg the following relations: 
(1) L= L3LL,3.** 3 L,; Ft + N(L, V) = E,, C E1 ... C ES; V = 
V’ 3 VI .3 *.a 3 V, with all inclusionsproper. 
(2) Vi is the uniqueL*-minimal subspace of V and dim V = p[LzLsl dim Vi. 
(3) For 0 <i,(s, Ei CL,, ES is ap-ideal ofL+, , Ei QFt + N(L,-, , Vipl), 
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[Ei , Et] C N(L,, , Vi+), and Ei = Ft + E,‘, where Ei T=: (x E I$: X~V,,=Oj. 
We also hazre that p(Ei) C N(p(Li)), Li = (X E L: [x, EJ C Ed’} and that 
Vi = @.I E I;I’: ,~(Ei’)u = 01. 
(4) dimV,=l. 
Proof. If dim V = 1, we can takes = 0 and t anyp-element with p(t) = 1. 
Thus, we may assume that dim V > 1 and that there is some integer m >, 0 
such that for 0 & i < m we have already obtained Li , Ei , Vi , satisfying the 
relations (l)-(3) with m replacing s. If dim V, = 1, the proof is complete. 
Thus, we may assume that dim V,, > 1. Let p’ be the induced representa- 
tion of L, on V, . Then, p’(t) = 1 on V, and Theorem 3 gives the existence 
of ap-ideal Emtl ofL, such that P’(E~+~) is abelian and E,+1 Q Ft + N(Lm , V,). 
We may further assume that E, C E,,,, . We then define L,, and V,,, so 
that (3) holds. Then, since E, C E,,, , it follows that E,,, C L,m+l , 
L m+l CL, , and Vrn, C V, , with the latter two inchrsions both proper. 
Also, Theorem 3 gives that dim V, = p[Lm:Lm+ll dim V,, , so that dim V = 
~[~~~m+ll dim V,,, . Now, E, C L,+l and p(E,‘) C N(p(L,)), so that 
p(E,‘) C N(p(L,+l)). Thus, if U is an L,,,-minimal subspace, p(L’,‘) U = 0, 
so that necessarily, U C V, and Theorem 3 can be used to conclude that 
u = Vm+l. 
Thus, if dim V, > 1, we can construct Em,, , L,+l , I?,, so that (l)--(3) 
hold for 0 < i < m + 1. Since dim V is finite, the process must eventualIy 
terminate and (4) will also hold. 
(3.5) COROLLARY 2. The element dim V is a power of p. (See [l, Theorem 3, 
Cor. I]) 
(3.6) COROLLARY 3. Suppose that J is a maximal p-ideal of L and W is a 
proper J-minimal subspace of V. Then, for x EL, with x 6 J, V is the direct sum 
W+XW+=.*+Xp-landdimV=pdimW. 
Proof. We have L = Fx + J and from (3,1), it follows that V = 
V = W + XW + ... + XP-r W. Then, dim V < p d.im W and since both 
dimensions are powers of p, equality must hold so that the sum is direct. 
(3.7) DEFINITION. A triple of sequences (Li), (EJ, (Vi} satisfying the 
conditions (l)-(4) of Corollary 1 will be called a reducing series for 5, on V. 
L, will be called the terminal subalgebra of the series. 
For any p-subalgebra K of L with I E p(K), we let V(K) be the sum of ali 
K-minimal subspaces. Then as shown in [2, Theorem 15.3, p. 871, V(K) is 
completely reducible for U(K) and hence, for K. For a subspace U of V, 
weletS =(~EL:XUC U>.Th en, S(U) is ap-subalgebra and 1 FZ p(S(U)). 
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A p-subalgebra K of L will be called a reducing subalgebra for L on V if 
1 Ep(K), V(K) is K- minimal (thus, V(K) is the unique K-minimal subspace 
of V) and dim V = p[L:KI dim V(K). Th us, each Li of a reducing series is a 
reducing subalgebra for L on V and it follows readily that Vi = V(L,) = 
V(&). We will show below in (3.8) (3), that Li = S( VJ. 
(3.8) Suppose that K is a reducing subalgebra for L on V and M is a 
p-subalgebra containing K. Then 
(1) M is a reducing subalgebra for L on V and K is a reducing sub- 
algebra for M on V(M). I f  [M : K] = Y and dl ,..., d, are elements of M such 
that M = C Fdi + K, then V(M) = S’(D*V(K): a E PT}. 
(2) If  xfL and XuEV(K) f  or some nonzero u E V(K), then x E K. 
(3) S(V(K)) = K. 
(4) If  x E K, D, is nilpotent on L/K, and X is nilpotent on V(K), then X 
is nilpotent on V. 
Proof. Let [L : K] = s and let dl ,... , d, be elements of L such that 
M = C Fdi + K, 1 < i < Y, L = C Fdi + M, n < i < s. Let v, ,..., vd 
be a basis for V(K). Then, dim V = psd and it follows from (3.1) that 
{Daz+:a~P~,l <j<d)isabasisfor V. 
Suppose I7 is M-minimal. Then, since K C M, V(K) C W. From (3.1) 
we have that W = Sp 2 Dal V(K): aEPS, 01~ =0 for i>r), so that Wis 
unique and dim W = p[MzKI dim V(K). Part (1) follows from this. 
Since {D”‘L~} is a basis for V, (2) follows readily, and (3) is a direct con- 
sequence of (2). 
Suppose that x E K and satisfies the hypotheses for (4). Then, for s = s, , 
we have that [s,L] C K and SV(K) = 0. As in the proof of Theorem 3, we 
can let U,, = V(K) and U, = Sp{X, ... X,V(K): xi EL) for m > 0. Thus, 
v  = Ush-1) . Induction on m gives SU, C U,,+, and hence, Sk = 0 for 
sufficiently large k so that S = 0 and X is nilpotent. 
(3.9) Suppose that K is the terminal subalgebra for some reducing series 
for L on V and M is a p-subalgebra properly containing K. Then, there is a 
p-subalgebra EIM C K such that EIM is an ideal of M, Fl E p(E,), [E, , EM] C 
NM, V(M)), and [M, EMI @ N(M, V(M)). 
Proof. Suppose that K = L, for some reducing series. Since L, # M 
and L, C MC L, , there will be an integer m with M CL, , M @ Lmfl . 
Necessarily, V(M) C V, . We then can let EM = Emcl . 
(3.10) DEFINITION. A p-subalgebra K of L will be called a core for L on 
V if K is a reducing subalgebra for L on V, dim V(K) = 1 and for any 
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p-subalgebra M properly containing K, there is a p-ideal EM of M satisfying 
the conditions of (3.9). 
It follows readily that if K is a core for L on V, then K/N& V) is a core 
for L,liV(L, V) and if M is ap-subalgebra containing K, then K is a core for M 
on V(M). From (3.9), we know that the terminal subalgebra for a reducing 
series is a core for L. The converse will be proved in (3.11) so that a terminal 
subalgebra can be characterized independently of any particular reducing 
series. 
(3.11) Suppose that K is a core for L on V. Then, K is the terminal sub- 
algebra for some reducing series. 
Proof. We use induction on the dimension of L and may assume that 
K f L, so that dim V > 1. Thus, there is a p-ideal E of L with E C K, 
p([E, E]) = 0 and p([L, E]) # 0. Necessarily, 1 E p([L, El*) C p(E) and 
Fl # p(E). Then, if t is a p-element of E with p(t) = 1, E = Ft + E’, 
where E’ = (x E E: XP = O}. Let L, = (x EL: [x, Ej C E’} and V, = 
{v E V: p(E’)u = 01. Now, E C K and dim V(K) = 1 imply that 
PW, El) VW = 0, so that t 6 [K, E] and hence, K C L, . By the induction 
assumption applied to L, acting on VI , we can obtain a reducing series which 
will have K as the terminal subalgebra. 
(3.12) Remark. In the proof of (3.11), the ideal E could be chosen so as 
to be minimal with respect to the property p([L, E]) # 0. Then, by induction, 
it will be possible to choose each Ei such that Ei is minimal with respect to the 
properties Ei-, C Ei and CL,-, , Ei] @ N(L,, , Viwl). 
(3.13) DEFINITION. Suppose that K is a core for L on V and that V(K) = 
Fv, v # 0. Then, there is a linear functional x,,~ on K such that Xv = 
x,&x)v for all x C K. Th en xI),k will be called the character of p relative to K. 
Now, p”(F1) C K and we define xP as the restriction of xp,K to p-l(K). Hence, 
xp will be called the character of p. It follows readily that if u is an irreducible 
p-representation of L on Wand 0 is equivalent to p then K is a core for L on W 
and XM = XM, x0 = x,, . It will be shown below that K and xp,K determine 
p up to equivalence. However, the following example shows that in general, 
it is not sufficient to specify xp . 
Let L be the Lie algebra over F with basis {s, t, c, dj such that is, 61 = c, 
[s, d] = -4, [c, d] = t, and any unspecified products are taken as zero.Then, 
L is a p-algebra if we let sp = s, t” = t, cp = da 7 0. Then, L is solvable, 
N(L) = 0, Z(L) = Ft, E = Sp(t, c> is an abelian ideal, and K = Sp(s, t, c> 
is the subalgebra of L consisting of all x for which [x, EJ is nil. Let V be a 
vector space over F with basis ZIP ,..., vPel and let vu-r = a, = 0. For h E P, 
we can define ap-representation of L on V by pA(s) vi = (A - ;) vui’, ph(c) vi = 
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if-G-1 3 P,(d) vi = vi+1 > and ph(t) vi = vi . Then, pn is irreducible and K is a 
core for L on V. For X # CL, we have the same character, but pn and pP are 
inequivalent. 
Theorems 4 and 5, which follow, illustrate that the nature of an irreducible 
representation is determined by the internal structure of a core. 
(3.14) THEOREM 4. Suppose that p, o are irreducible nome~o representations 
of L on V, W and there is a subalgebra K of L such that K is a core for both 
p and a and xp,K = x~,~. Then, p and u are equivalent. 
Proof. Let x = xIIsK = xo,K and V(K) = Fv,, , W(K) = Fw,, . Let 
[L : K] = r and d1 ,..., d, be such that L = CFd, + K. For a E PT, we 
define da E U(L) as usual. Then, for z E U(L), there will exist unique elements 
z, E U(K), such that x = C dorx, . For v  E V and w E W, let Zv = p(x)v, 
Zw = o(.s)w. Then, for z E U(K) we have that Zv, = x(x) vs and that 
Zw, = X(Z) ws , where here, x denotes the unique extension of x to a homo- 
morphism of U(K) onto F. 
Now, {DoivO: 01 E Pr}, (DoLwO: a: E Pr> are bases for V, Wand we can define 4 
as the linear mapping such that ~(D*vJ = DawO . Suppose that x E U(L). 
Then, +(Zv,) = $(C Da&v,,) = C x(xJ D”w,, = Z$(v,,). Thus, (v E V: +(Zv) = 
Z+(v) for all z E U(L)} is not zero and is U(L)-invariant and hence, is equal 
to V. Thus, 4 is the desired isomorphism. 
(3.15) THEOREM 5. Suppose that K is a coYe fop L on V. Then 
(A) The following are equivalent: 
(1) p(K) is strongly solvable (strongly nilpotent). 
(2) K is quzsi-subinvariant (subinvariant) in L. 
(3) p([K, K])(p(K)) is a nilpotent subalgebra. 
(B) Suppose that K is quasi-sub&variant in L and that L = 
Mo3M,3 ... 3 M, = K is a chain of p-&algebras with [A&, : A&] = 1. 
Let Wi = V(M,). Then V = W, 3 WI 3 **+ 2 W, = V(K), Mi = S(WJ, 
and dim Wi, = p dim Wi . 
Proof. (A) Since N(L, V) C K, L/K and p(L)/p(K) are isomorphic as 
K-modules. Thus, we may assume p is faithful and identify L with p(L). 
Let {Li>, {&}, {V,} be a reducing series with K = L, and let S be a p- 
element of K. Thus, there is a scalar h such that S - hl E N(K, V(K)). I f  
[S, L] C K, then it follows from (3.8) (4), that S = Xl. Suppose that 
[S, KJ = 0. Th en, for i > 0, [Ei, [S, LJ] = [S, [E, , LJ] = 0, since 
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Ea C K. Thus, [S, L,] C Li and this implies that [S, L] C K. From these 
relations, the equivalence of (l)-(3) follows readily. 
(B) follows directly from (3.8). 
(3.16) EXAMPLE. Let L be a vector space over F with basis x, y, s, t, 
d 1 ,..., dp , el ,..., e2, and let d,, = d, , es = e, , d,,, = 4i , eP+I = e, . Then, 
L will be a solvable Lie algebra if we let [x, y] = s, [x, d8] = dit, , [ y, di] = 
-fi - 1) d,-l ) [s, di] = di , [xx, es] = -ei, , [y, ei] = ie,+l , Is, ei] = -e, , 
[ei , dj] = &t, and take any unspecified products as zero. The vector space 
L is a p-algebra if we let s” = s, t’ = t, ~1, = s, y” = 0, d,* = t, ein = 0. 
Let E = Sp{t, e, ,..., e,> and K = Sp(x, y, s> + E. Then, 15 is an abelian 
p-ideal and [K, Ej C N(E). 
Let J7 be a vector space over P with basis (v,: 01 E P”>. We let ~~~~ = cl 
and ~a = eD . We can define a faithful irreducible p-representation of L on V 
by letting D2v, = vzI,+,( , E,v = ~l~v,-,~ , Sv, = 1 01 / v, , TV, = v, , Xv, = 
c %%-Eil~i*I 1 and Yv, = C -(i - 1) N~v,-,~+~,~ . Then, K is a core for L, 
on V, but K is not quasi-subinvariant in L since s E [K, K] and [s, L] rf K. 
Thus, X is not strongly solvable. 
4. DECOMPOSITIONS FOR IDEALS 
We continue here with the notation of Section 3 and investigate the nature 
of p(J), where J is ap-ideal of,%. 
(4.1) THEOREM 6. Suppose that J is a subinvarictnt p-subalgebra ofL. Then, 
for any composition series for p(J) on V, all composition factors are J-isomorphic 
and the number of factors is a power of p. 
Proof. Because of the Jordan-HBlder theorem, it is sufficient to give the 
proof for a particular series. Suppose first that ] is a maximalp-ideal of L and 
that J has a proper minimal subspace W. We choose x EL such that L = 
Fx + J and for 0 < i < p - I, let Wi = W + .a. + XiW. From (3.6), we 
have Y = W PW-1 and dim V = p dim W,,. It follows then, that dim Wi/W,, = 
dim W, . Also, Wi is J-invariant and the mapping that takes w f: W to 
2Pw + JV~, for i > 0 will be a J-isomorphism of W, on W,/W,, ~ Thus, 
( Wi) is a composition series for p(J). 
For the general case, we use induction on [L : J]. Thus, we may assume that 
J # L and 1 is not a maximal ideal. Then J C M for some maximal p-ideal M. 
Since [M : J] < [L : Jj, we may assume that M does not act irreducibly. 
Thus, there is a composition series W, C -I- C W,-, for ML Mso, there is a 
composition series W,,, C ..* C W,,, = W, for J on W, with s a power of p 
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and for which all composition factors are J-isomorphic. Since W,/W,, is 
M-isomorphic to W, , it follows that the series ( Wi) can be refined to a 
composition series for J with ps factors and all factors J-isomorphic. 
(4.2) Suppose that J, E are p-ideals of L such that E C J, p(E) is abelian, 
and p&L, E]) # 0. Let L, , V, be defined as in Theorem 3 and let J1 = 
JnL,,r=[J:J1]=[L,+J:L1].LetJ=CF&+J,,l<~<r.For 
a J,-subspace UC V, , let UJ = Sp(DaU: 01 E Pr>. Then, we have the 
following: 
(1) UJ n VI = U and dim UJ = pr dim U. 
(2) U is J,-minimal if and only if UJ is J-minimal. Moreover, if W is J- 
minimal, then W = UJ for some Jr-minimal UC V,. Thus, V(J) C V(L, + J). 
(3) V(JJ = V(J) n V, , V(J) = V(h)“, and the number of J-com- 
ponents of V(J) is equal to the number of Jr-components of V(J1). 
(4) For any nonzero Jr-subspace U C VI , S( 77) = S( UJ) nL,, and 
S( UJ) = S(U) + J. 
(5) If uoc ... C Us = VI is a composition series for Jr on VI , then 
.?&JC**.C usJ== V(L,iJ) is a composition series for J on V(L, + J). 
Proof. (1) If  (ui> is a basis of U, then {Daui> is a basis of UJ and 
C h,D%, E VI if and only if h, = 0 for all 01 # 0. 
(2) Suppose that W is a nonzero J-subspace. Then, since E C J n L, , 
there is a nonzero u E W with p(E’)u = 0 so that W n VI is a nonzero J1- 
subspace. Suppose that U C VI , U is Jr-minimal, and WC UJ is J-minimal. 
Then, 0 # W n V, C U implies that U = W n VI and W = UJ. Conver- 
sely, if UJ is J-minimal and U’ C UJ is Jr-minimal, then necessarily, U’ C U 
and iYJ = UJ, so that U’ = U. For any J-minimal W, necessarily, W = 
(Wn VI)“. 
(3) It follows from (2) that V( J3) C V, . Let V( Jl) = c Ui (direct sum), 
where Vi is J,-minimal. From (2), it follows that V(J) = C UiJ (direct sum). 
(4) Suppose that X(U) C U. Then, (3.8) (2) applied to& gives x ELM . 
Also, since J is an ideal, induction on 1 Q 1 gives XDaU C UJ, so that 
S(U) C S(UJ) nL,. Suppose that x E S(UJ) nL, . Then, UJ n V, is 
invariant for X, so that XU C U and hence, S( UJ) = L, n S(U). 
Now, S(U) C S( UJ) and J C S( UJ), so that S(U) + J C S( UJ). Suppose 
that x E S(UJ). Then, (3.8) (2) applied to Lx + J gives x ELM + J, so that 
x =y+zforsomeyELr, x~J.Then,y=x-.zxS(UJ)andy~L,,so 
that y  E S(U) and hence, x E S(U) + J. 
(5) UoJis J-minimal and for i > 0, dimUiJiU:-I = dimUiJ- dimlYi-r = 
pr(dim Vi - dim U,-r) = p’ dim Ui/Ui-l = pr dim U, , by (4.1). Thus, 
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dim U,J/Uk, = dim U,J, so that from (4.1), it follows that U,“/Ui-, is 
J-irreducible. 
(4.3) DEFINITION. For a p-ideal J of L a reducing series (L$), (I&), (Uij, 
0 < i < s is compatible with J if there is an m with 0 < m < s, such that 
E,C JandJnL,CFt+N(L,, I&). The integer m is necessarily unique, 
for suppose that k # m and that k has the same property as m. We may 
assume that k < m. Then, E, C J n L, implies that E, C Ft + N(Lfi , VTc) C 
Ft -I- N(L,-~ , Vm,); a contradiction. The integer m will be called the 
index of J relative to the series. 
(4.4) Suppose that Jr 3 ... 1 J, are p-ideals and that p(JJ # 0. Then, 
there is a reducing series simultaneously compatible with all of the Ji . 
I f  K is the terminal subalgebra for the series, there exist J,-minimal subspaces 
Vi with U, 3 ..* 3 U, and K C S(UJ for each i. Each Ui is unique. 
Proof. I f  K C S( U,), then V(K) C Ui, so that Vi is unique. For the 
remainder of the proof, we use induction on n + dimL. If  ~(7%) = Fl, any 
series compatible with Jr ,..., J+r will also be compatible with Jn and U, 
can be taken as V(K). Thus we may assume that p(Jn) + Fl. Then, there is 
a p-ideal El C Jlz, such that p(Q) is abelian and p([L, El]) f  0. Let L, , 
VI be defined as usual and let Ji’ = Ji n L, . Since dim L, < dim L, the 
induction assumption can be applied to L, , V, , Jr’,..., J%’ to complete the 
desired series and obtain J,‘-minimal subspaces Ui with K C S(U,‘). We 
then let Ui = U;“. 
(4.5) THEOREM 7. Suppose that J is a p-ideal of L; (Li}, (Ei}, (V,), 
0 < i < s is a reducing series compatible with J; and m is the index for J. 
Suppose that K = L, and U is J-minimal with K C S(U). Then, we have: 
(1) VU> = WL + J> and Wl7)) = L, + 1. 
(2) S( V( J)) acts irreducibly OTZ V(J) an.d J is completely reducible on 
V(J) with dim V, minimal components. 
(3) S(U) acts irreducibly on U, V(S( U)) = U, and S(U) = K + J. 
(4) JnL,, = jn K. 
Proof- If  m = 0, then p(J) = Fl and (l)-(4) are easily verified. Thus, 
we may assume that m > 0. For 0 < i < m, let Jz = J I? L, . Induction 
on i and (4.2) can be used to show that V(j,+l) = V(Ji) n V,+1 and V(Ji) = 
Wi+l)Ji. Now, Jm. C Ft + WL , VA, so that Jm is completely reducible 
on V, and then V, = V&). Then, induction on m - i gives V(J,) = 
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V(L, + Ji) and V(Ji) has dim V, minimal components. Hence, V(J) = 
V(L, + J). Then, by (3-Q S( V(J) = S( V(L, + J)) = L, + J and neces- 
sarily, S(V(J)) acts irreducibly on V(J). Thus, (1) and (2) hold. 
Now, J C S(U) implies that S(U) acts irreducibly on 77. Let Vi = U n Vi. 
Since V(K) C U, we have that V(K) C Vi for all i. By (4.2), U, = Uifli 
and Ui is Ji-minimal. Necessarily, lJ, = V(K) and S( U,) = K = K + Jm . 
Induction on m - i and use of (4.2) will give V(S( U)) = U and S(U) = 
K + J. Thus, (3) holds. 
From (3.8), dim V( J)‘=p[Lm+J:Lml dim V, ==p[J:JnLml dim V, and dim U= 
p[x+K+J:KI = P[J:~~KI. From (4.1), we have that all J-minimal subspaces are of 
the same dimension and hence, dim V(J) = (dim U)(dim V,), so that 
[J: Jn K] = [J: JnLqn]. Since JnL, CFt + N(J&, V,)C K, we must 
have that Jn K = JnL,. 
(4.6) COROLLARY 1. Suppose that J is a p-ideal of L, p(J) # 0. Then, 
there is a unique J-minimal subspace if and only if there is a reducing series of 
length s with E, C J. 
Proof. Suppose that J has a unique minimal subspace. We can choose a 
reducing series compatible with J and let s be its length. If  m is the index for 
J, then necessarily, dim V, = 1 and m = s, since V(J) has only one com- 
ponent. Thus, E, C J. 
Conversely, if there is a reducing series of length s with E, C J, the series 
is necessarily compatible with J and the index will be s so that V(J) has only 
one component. 
(4.7) COROLLARY 2. Suppose that J is a maximal p-ideal of L and that 
p(J) # 0. Then, there is a unique J-minimal subspace. 
Proof. We use induction on dimL. Thus, we may assume that J has a 
proper minimal subspace W and V(J) # W. We choose a reducing series 
compatible with J and denote its length and index by s and m. Then, m < s 
and m # 0 for otherwise, p(J) = F1, which would give dim V = 1. Hence, 
s > 1. 
Now, V(J) has at least p components with each isomorphic to W. Since 
dim V = p dim W, there must be exactlyp components. Hence, dim V, =p 
and V(J) = V. Thus, L, + J = L. Let Jm = L, n J C Ft + iV(L, , V,). 
Now, Jnz is a maximalp-ideal ofL, , so that Jm has a unique minimal subspace 
in V, . Since p( Jm) = Fl on V, , this implies that dim V, = 1; a contra- 
diction. 
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